GLOSSARY

Ethics in epidemiology and public health II. Applied terms

R E McKeown, D L Weed

This is the second part of a two part glossary on terms used in public health ethics. This glossary focuses on terms related to the professional practice of epidemiology and public health.

In the first part of this two part glossary, we introduced fundamental—so called “technical”—terms used in both clinical bioethics and public health ethics. Though there may be variations in emphasis or connotation across different disciplines, we believe the definitions provided there can be understood by people working from a broad range of perspectives. In the present installment we turn our attention to terms more closely related to the professional practice of epidemiology and public health, though with clear overlap in other areas. In her earlier contribution to this series dealing with social epidemiology, Nancy Krieger tackled several definitions that are central to our task, including social justice, social equity, and human rights. Our assignment having thus been made easier, we limit the current list to terms not previously defined.

Our purpose is, first, to provide a set of brief, coherent definitions that can be used in discussing the ethical justification of one action over another, and, second, to stimulate the discussion of ethical concepts within the discipline. Discussion and debate about the application of these concepts to our professional practice will surely be a positive step in increasing our sensitivity to ethical issues and our skill in ethical analysis.

ADVOCACY

Literally, “coming to the aid of others.” Refers to the process of supporting legal, policy, or scientific positions, decisions, and arguments. For some, public health advocacy has acquired a negative connotation; advocates are perceived as ideologically, unyielding, and in conflict with the objectivity required for science based public health decision-making. “Thoughtful” advocacy, in which even aggressively held support for decisions can change in response to changes in scientific evidence, has been suggested.1 4

BENEFITS AND RISKS

Benefits are goods or outcomes a person or community values; risks are harms or injury. The relative weight of benefits and risks may vary according to the perspective of those involved. For professionals, clarification of benefits and risks should include the probability of the outcome and its extent, severity, magnitude, or degree in terms comprehensible to those affected. Minimal risk is typically defined as risk that does not exceed those encountered as part of daily life or in routine examinations.5–7

COERCION

Manipulation, excessive pressure or influence to force or entice a person to enroll in a research project or a public health programme (for example, screening, immunisation). May take the form of excessive incentives, social pressure, use of authority figures, or playing upon perceived vulnerability of the person.8–11 (See informed consent.)

COMMON GOOD

Shared values or benefits deemed to be good, either explicitly or tacitly, for individuals and for society. Definition is critical for public health, but may be difficult to discern or achieve consensus. For epidemiological and public health practice, elements of the larger public good include health itself as social value and the broader value of “assuring conditions under which people can be healthy”. The common good is often cited to balance claims of the individual.10 12 13

CONFIDENTIALITY

(See also: Privacy)

Refers to information, often of a private or sensitive nature, which a person has chosen to reveal but which is protected from being revealed to others. Confidential information should not be shared with anyone without consent except when there is a clear ethical justification (for example, approval by a human subjects research review panel), or a legal requirement (for example, regulations to protect children). Research use of identifiable data without consent requires showing importance of the research, minimal risk to those whose information is used, promise of benefit to society, and an obligation to maintain the confidentiality of the information.14–16

EQUIPOISE

A state of uncertainty on the part of an investigator or a community of investigators regarding the relative merits of interventions. From middle French terms meaning equal weight. Equipoise is an ethical problem when a professional believes one study intervention is superior. Randomly assigning groups of persons to the alternative intervention thus conflicts with an obligation to do the best for the patient or community. “Community” or “clinical” equipoise—collective
professional uncertainty—may be invoked to make trial participation ethically acceptable.27

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS GUIDELINES
Documents prepared by members of a public health discipline or representative professional society (for example, American College of Epidemiology or the Public Health Leadership Society) containing core values, duties (obligations), and virtues of the profession, sometimes in the form of general principles. Distinguished from guidelines for good scientific practices and from rules of professional etiquette, ethics guidelines are consensus documents, providing a foundation for discussion of issues arising in practice such as minimising risks and protecting the welfare of research participants, maintaining public trust, protecting confidentiality and privacy, and obligations to communities.28-30

INFORMED CONSENT
A process in which the risks, benefits, and expectations of an intervention or research project are disclosed to a patient or participant in order for the participant to make an informed decision concerning acceptance or participation. Requires competence, voluntariness (autonomy and lack of coercion), disclosure, comprehension of risks, burdens, and benefits, and consent. Required by regulation and provided for in protocols by those requesting participation or agreement, consent should be viewed, not simply as a form and signature, but as a process engaging the candidate and allowing for “autonomous authorisation”. Children may give assent—that is, agree to participate—though they may lack capacity or comprehension for true informed consent. Communities may be asked to give consent for community based research through elected leadership, existing community networks, or ad hoc advisory groups. The question of who speaks for the community is still a subject of discussion.31

PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE
More a decision guideline than an ethical principle. Expresses the conditions for decisions to implement prevention: scientific uncertainty, an acceptable balance of benefits and harms, and responsibility. Implies early intervention. Arose from European environmental movement in the late 1980s, yet increasingly influential for public and global health.32-34

PRIVACY
(See also: Confidentiality)
What a person claims as protected from scrutiny by others unless the person chooses to reveal it. Respect for privacy means that a person should not normally be expected to reveal personal information, conditions, or behaviour unless he/she chooses to reveal it. Violation of privacy requires ethical justification, for example, in cases where it is argued such violations protect others from greater harm.35

PUBLIC HEALTH
A constellation of disciplines with a common mission: “The fulfilment of society’s interest in assuring conditions in which people can be healthy.” Deﬁnition has two dimensions: public, on a continuum from an aggregate of individuals to people as a whole society to the ecosystem; and health, on a continuum from biomedical through psychosocial wellbeing to broader levels of optimal health and wholeness.36 implies public policy and structural and programmatic efforts as well as services for individuals. A joint function of our understanding of health and disease processes, complex individual and social characteristics and interactions, and society’s shared vision and common values.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN DIGNITY
(See also: Respect for persons in Part 1)

Considered by some the “cardinal principle of modern research ethics”.37 In addition to respect for autonomy and freedom from coercion, it includes consideration of the human condition, cultural sensitivity by researchers, and protecting persons, not only from physical harm, but also from demeaning or disrespectful actions or situations.

SCIENTIFIC MISCONDUCT
A class of ethical violations in the conduct of research, generally taken to include falsification, fabrication, fraud, or plagiarism in the proposal, design, implementation, reporting, or review of research, but may also be taken to include violation of the rights and dignity of participants in research, misuse of research funds, and mistreatment of scientific colleagues.38-41

VULNERABLE POPULATIONS
Persons who, by reason of diminished competence or decision making capacity, lack of power or social standing, fragile health, deprivation, or limited access to basic needs including health care, are vulnerable to coercion, abuse, exploitation, discrimination, imposition of unjust burdens of research, and poorer health outcomes. Similar acts may be construed to be coercive in a vulnerable population that would not be in other, well situated populations. Includes children, institutionalised persons, the frail, and those with mental disorder, as well as those on the margins of society.39,43
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